Effects of entropy and free radical in life system are elucidated. The results indicate that living organism can maintain normal activities only if a suitable free radicals inside living organism can be guaranteed. Excessive free radical should be eliminated to reduce entropy in living organism. Some ways provided to eliminate excessive free radical, reduce entropy and keep health.
have become important and fundamental research projects.
The Relation between Entropy Theory and Life System
One of the basic characteristic of life system is metabolism. The energy metabolism due to series of energy transfer of metabolism is another basic characteristic of living organisms.
Entropy is a basic state function of thermodynamic system [2] . The Germany scientist R. Clausius put forward the concept of "entropy" in the study of thermodynamic energy phenomenon. After that he put forward the principle of entropy increase and promote the development of thermodynamic. In 1977, L. Boltzmann elaborated the relationship between entropy and thermodynamic probability [3] . Following that, the theory of Clausius entropy and Boltzmann entropy came out. Clausius entropy explain the second law of thermodynamics in Macro and Boltzmann entropy explain that in Microcosmic… The concept of entropy is gaining more and more attention and application in thermodynamics and extended to other areas gradually.
As a state function, entropy it can be positive or negative. In 1943, Erwin Schrodinger, first explained life essence with thermodynamics and quantum mechanics theory and put forward the negentropy in his speech in Trinity College of Dublin. In view of thermodynamics, life system is an open system. Based on the thermodynamics of irreversible process, the entropy change of meta-process in living organisms in this open system can be written as:
In above, e d S refers to the net entropy imported from environment by metabolic activity, which can be positive or negative. The i d S refers to entropy change of inner body due to various irreversible processes of living organisms, which is always positive.
It can be determined whether living organism is normal or not by Equation (1) . There are three conditions:
In this condition, the imported negative entropy of living organisms can not counteract the inner entropy, the entropy increased, and the living organisms face to death, disease or aging.
The imported negative entropy of living organisms can counteract the inner entropy, and the living organisms are in normal and stable condition.
the system is of close relationship for the movement of living organisms. Because living
system is an open system, the living organisms draw off entropy gradually, and absorb negative entropy in suitable ways (such as medical treatment or psychotherapy), in order to form substance negative entropy flow and information negative entropy flow etc. .The living organisms can then increase inner order gradually through energy movement and substance circulation. Now the entropy change will be discussed. Suppose living organisms is not a constant-temperature system, so that the movement of living organism is not an isothermal process. It can be understood that the temperature change of living organism is insignificant during development, the temperature in each stage and even each moment is different, so this supposition is absolutely reasonable. Under this supposition, the entropy change will be discussed. It is known that life system is a far-from-equilibrium system, and normally absorbed energy of living organisms is always greater than emitted energy.
So that the energy transfers in living organisms must be 0 Q ≥ . The entropy change of living organisms is i Δ 0 Q S T = ≥ . Because certain energy is needed to consume to maintain inner metabolism and heat dissipation to the outside, if can be inferred 0 S ∆ < .
Normally, living organisms always process and develop. While the living organisms move to aging and sick condition, the inner entropy change is 0 S ∆ > . But why the entropy change is large than zero in living organism at this moment? What is the relationship between this entropy change, structure and inner composition of living organisms? In below the life system will be discussed from the aspect of free radical, and the relationship between entropy and free radical will be explained.
The Relation between Free Radical and Life System
Living organisms needs metabolism, mainly biochemical reactions. Free radical is produced during metabolism, but there are many substances functioning as scavengers for free radical in inner body, so normally, the formation and remove of free radical are in a dynamic balance [4] . Free radical in inner body remains a certain concentration.
Namely it is necessary for living organism to main normal living activities with certain amount of free radicals. When some being sick in the middle age, the ability of emitting free radical is decreasing, which makes inner free radical increase greatly and the concentration of free radical increase. For example the inner oxygen free radical and superoxide anion etc. will exceed normal level. These excessive free radical influenced body function, which results into the occurrence of various diseases, such as lipid peroxide resulted from free radical, cell mutation resulted from DNA damage etc. Therefore, how does free radical produce? How does it influence living organisms? What follows are explorations from the aspect of chemistry.
It is known that alkanes and oxygen can have obvious reaction under the condition of light or heating, and produce alkane oxidation and the oxidation of hydrogen. For example, CH 4 and CL 2 can produce HCL and CH 2 CL in chemical reaction. 
Among them, hν refers to light, and ∆ Refers to heat.
It is known that normally the organic reactions are complex. One needs to know the reaction process in order to grasp reaction nature and control and get use of this reaction. The chemists proposed the reaction mechanism hypothesis [5] . For example, they put forward the following hypothesis as for oxygen and methane reaction process. 
Repeat the (4) and (5) reaction. 
(8)
The first reaction step A is that CL 2 resolves into two CL atomics after getting energy.
: CL :CL : Energy : CL : CL
The two parts after resolve, each CL atomic keeps an electronic. We call the atom or atom group with single or uncoupled electronic after resolve the free radical.
Light or heat is needed when CL molecular resolves into CL atomic, namely resolve needs energy. At this moment free radical absorbs energy, and its single electronic has a strong tendency of pairing. Therefore free radical is really active, which can incur looping reaction. In looping reaction, formula (4) and (5) are the most important steps of free radical reaction, which continually produce new free radicals and products that makes the whole process circulate. However, active and low-concentration free radicals have the chance of collision, like formula (6), (7) and (8). When these collisions occurred, looping reaction will end. However, there has a small possibility of collision, and (4) and (5) steps are the main parts in the whole looping reaction.
After knowing the free radical and looping reaction of it, analysis will be made based on living organisms.
Free radicals have a positive effect and negative effect for living organisms we referred above, which is determined by the concentration of free radicals. When the free radical in living organism is suitable, it is favorable for living organisms, which may motivate some reaction process or improve the activity of enzymes. At the same time,
antioxidant system activities will be improved. But when life system is invaded by bacteria, inflammation will occur. In the late period of inflammation, monocytes will enter inflammation area. After the entering, the monocytes will become phagocytes. During devouring bacteria process of these phagocytes, the so-called sudden process will produce amounts of superoxide anion free radical and hydroxyl free radical etc, which function as killing bacteria and promoting the degradation [6] . This is the positive aspect of free radical for living organisms. As a whole, excessive free radical have more negative effects than positive effects for living organism. The following discussion is mainly the damage of free radicals for living organism.
The Lipid Peroxidation of Oxygen Free Radical
Oxygen free radical we referred above is one of important free radicals for living organisms, and it can incur lipid peroxidation. Biofilm in living organism contains various unsaturated fatty acids, when it has free radical initiator and oxygen, it may occur oxidation. This oxidation process is called the lipid peroxidation. The general reaction is as follows:
In above, R ⋅ is the initiator of free radical. In formula (9), R ⋅ takes away H from unsaturated fatty acid molecules (I), and produces free radical (II). Free radical (II) absorbs oxygen and forms fatty acid peroxide genes (III) in formula (10). The fatty acid peroxide genes (III) react with another molecule (I), and produce another free radical (II) and an unsaturated hydrogenated oxide (IV) in formula (11). It is obvious that a small amount of free radical initiator may result into looping reaction for thousands of molecules. Through the looping reaction, fine and orderly structures in biofilm of unsaturated fatty acids can incur huge disorders because of lipid peroxidation. 
The Toxicity of Superoxide Anion Free Radical
The produced ferrous iron is toxic. On the other hand, 2 O − ⋅ which is the electronic accepter can function as weak oxidant and oxidize resistible blood clots. 
The produced H 2 O 2 is weak oxidant, which can oxidate −SH in small amount of enzymes and lose energy, and also damage body cell.
Other free radicals also have damages. For example, free radicals can incur hydrogen bond fracture in DNA of cell, and make the alkali bases degrade and main looping unwind. All nucleic acid composition may be attacked by free radicals, whose attack may be mended by some special mechanism. However, it may cause permanent damage.
Therefore, free radical is of great relationship with the living organism. Excessive free radical incurs the aging and disease of living organisms, and from the discussion of entropy theory and life system. It is known that it may be aging and disease if 0 S ∆ > in living organism. What follows is the discussion of the relationship of them.
The Relationship of Entropy and Free Radical
It is known that free radical receives energy during degradation, and its single electron has a great tendency of pairing. Therefore free radical has great activities, which can incur a series of looping reactions. Two results incurred by looping reaction will be discussed. On the one hand, different materials are produced during looping reaction, On the other hand, the produced harmful material will damage cell during looping reaction, which make the structure and function of cell change. The cell with changed structure and function in living organisms will no longer obey the control and change mechanism of cell growth and degradation, namely it shows great autonomy and this process is irreversible, and it has genetic effect for daughter cells. The uncontrolled increase of cell because of structure and function change may lead to its cell change, and grow in healthy tissue. Cell numbers will inflate in the form of index in each cell breeding and degradation. Therefore, with the function of changed cells for structure and function change, cell number increases more obviously in this living organism than in normal living organism.
It is known from the above analysis that cell categories will increase once there is excessive free radicals. Under the condition that cell categories increase and cell numbers increase infinitely, the categories and numbers of atomic and molecular which are composed of various cells will also increase. Namely microscopic particles numbers will increase greatly. Thermal motion category and intensity of microscopic particles increase more greatly than that before, and the chaos degree in living organism is greater than that before. So the entropy increases in living organism. 
from Boltzmann relationship. Namely after free radical damages cell, entropy change in living organism 0 S ∆ > , which results into the aging and disease of living organism.
Conclusions
Life system is discussed based on entropy theory and free radical theory. The connection between entropy and free radical with life system as bridge is explained. The entropy with chemistry and biology aspects is used for study living organism. In order to maintain living organism normal activities, suitable free radicals inside living organism should be guaranteed on the one hand. On the other hand, excessive free radical must be eliminated to reduce entropy in living organism. There are some ways to clean the excessive free radical to keep 0 S ∆ < : 1) Fresh: drink clean water, have fresh food. Eat less food which is artificial, overprocessing and not fresh. 3) Relax: Irregular life, stress, tension and so on will cause the sympathetic nerve disordered and the white blood cells to produce excessive free radicals, so we should cut down pressure properly. 4) Energy: More exercise will help eliminate excessive free radical.
